
My New Roommate 1.0 Walkthrough

This walkthrough contains two guides a simple one and in-depth one. The simple guide will show 
you the choices to make to get the best results possible in the game. The in-depth guide goes into 
more detail about each choice and its results.
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Simple Walkthrough

Example:
Wrong choice.
>Correct choice.

Chapter 1

>No problem. +1 trust
That is a problem.

Go in her room.
>Don't go in her room. +1 trust
Maybe just a peek.

Look at her butt.
>Don't look. +1 trust

Chapter 2

>That's interest. +1 trust
Of course you do.

>Stay put. +1 trust
Move to a different spot on the couch.

Change seats.
>Stay in the same place. +1 trust

Chapter 3

>Sure no problem. +1 trust
I'd rather you did it.

(There is no right answer for the choices below, but I recommend getting the trust with Margo.)
How slow you are getting dressed +1 Margo trust
Margo is threatening me. +1 trust

Look at Eliza's ass.
>Don't look. +1  Margo trust



>Yes. +1 Margo trust
No.

Chapter 4

She is pretty.
>She has huge tits! +1 trust

Do nothing.
>Jump in bath tub. +1 trust

Look.
>Don't look. +1 trust

Chapter 5

That's fucked up.
>I understand. +1 trust

>Put your hand on her back. +1 trust
Don't put your hand on her back.

Yes.
>No.

>Order new webcam.
Don't order webcam.

Chapter 6

>Let Eliza tell them. +1 trust
Tell them.

There is no one correct way to do the cam show, but there are wrong ways. I suggest using the 
following order.

>Remove Bra
>Remove Bottoms
>Show Ass
>Touch Boobs
>Touch Cock
>Touch Pussy



Cum on her face.
>Cum on her boobs. +1 trust

Chapter 7

We don't have to tell her.
>We'll be up front with her. +1 trust

>Cum on her boobs. +1 trust
Cum in her mouth.

Chapter 8

Stare at Margo's boobs.
>Don't stare. +1 Margo trust

The correct order to get Margo to 40% is
>Kiss.
>Massage Boob.
>Rub Inner Thigh.
>Rub Clit.

The correct order to get Margo to 100% is
>Lick Labia.
>Insert Fingers.
>Finger Her.
>Suck Clit.

What you do here is up to you. For more information about the remaining choices see the in-depth 
walkthrough of Chapter 8

Chapter 9

>Tell the whole truth. +1 trust
Morning wood.

Guy stuff. 
>You. +1 trust

What you do here is up to you. For more information about the remaining choices see the in-depth 
walkthrough of Chapter 9

For more information about Chapters 10 and 11 see the in-depth walkthrough below.



In-depth Walkthrough

Chapter 1

No problem.  Gain 1 trust point and allows the game to continue.
That's a problem.   Leads to automatic game over. 

Go in her room.  Lose 1 trust point
Don't go in her room.  Gain 1 trust point.
Maybe just a peek.  Doesn't affect trust points.

Look at her butt.  Doesn't affect trust points. Changes Margo's dialogue in chapter 3.
Don't look.  Gain 1 trust point.

That's okay.  Gain 1 trust point.
Fuck Marge.  Lose 1 trust point.

End of chapter 1
If your trust points are greater than 2 you unlock Eliza willing to be in her underwear around you.

Chapter 2

That's interesting.  Gain 1 trust point.
Of course you do.   Lose 1 trust point.



If you unlocked Eliza in her underwear she does yoga in her underwear otherwise she does it fully 
clothed.

Stay put.   Gain 1 trust point. Not the best viewing angle of Eliza's yoga.
Move to a different spot on the couch.  Doesn't affect trust points. Better viewing angle of Eliza 
doing yoga. If you are going to move it is best to do it now rather than later. Changes Margo's 
dialogue in chapter 3.

(Below is only available if you didn't move the first time.)
Change seats.  Lose 1 trust point. Changes Margo's dialogue in chapter 3.
Stay in the same place.  Gain 1 trust point. 

If you don't change seats you can only see a far away glimpse of Eliza in the mirror. If you have 
changed seats you see her fully naked bent over in the bathroom.

If you trust is too low she won't even leave the bathroom door open and will ask you to watch the 
show for her which leads to the below choices.

Yes.  Gain 1 trust point.
No.  Doesn't affect trust points. If you have less than 2 trust points it is game over. 

End of chapter 2
If your trust points are 2 or greater you unlock Eliza in her underwear. If your trust points are 4 or 
greater you unlock Eliza topless.

Chapter 3

Eliza's look here depends on whether you've unlocked her in underwear or topless.

Sure no problem.  Gain 1 trust point.
I'd rather you did it.  Doesn't affect trust points.

Margo's dialogue here and throughout this chapter is determined by previous choices you've made.

How slow you are getting dressed.  Gain 1 Margo trust point.
Margo is threatening me.  Gain 1 trust point with Eliza.

Look at Eliza's ass.  Lose 1 Margo trust point. Changes Margo's dialogue.
Don't look.  Gain 1 Margo trust point. 



Yes.  Gain 1 Margo trust point. 
No.  Doesn't affect trust points.

If your trust is less than 4 you aren't invited to watch a movie with them and it is game over. Some 
people don't like game overs in these sorts of games but if you can't lose is it really a game?

End of Chapter 3
Topless Eliza is automatically unlocked if you complete this chapter without a game over. 

After completing this chapter the main menu background changes to portray both Eliza and Margo 
together.

Chapter 4

She is pretty.  Doesn't affect trust points.
She has huge tits!  Gain 1 trust points.

Do nothing.  Doesn't affect trust points. Eliza sees your penis. Change's her dialogue in chapter 6.
Jump in the tub.  Gain 1 trust point. You get the opportunity to see her lower half completely 
naked instead.

(Below is only available if you jumped in the tub.)
Look.  Lose 1 trust point. Changes Eliza's dialogue in chapter 5.
Don't look.  Gain 1 trust point. 

End of chapter 4
Nothing happens at the end. On on on to the next one.

Chapter 5

That's fucked up.  Doesn't affect trust points. Maybe she knows you're right?
I understand.  Gain 1 trust point.

Put your hand on her back.  Gain 1 trust point. For the rest of the scene you have your hand on 
her. So much for not touching Margo's girlfriend.
Don't put your hand on her back.  Doesn't affect trust points.

If your trust points are less than 8 the game ends otherwise she tells you about doing cam shows for 
extra money.  8 Seems high but you could make the wrong choices a few times and still have 8 
points. 

Yes.  If you choose yes and you choose not to buy the new webcam you ask Saul for his help during
the show in chapter 6.



No.  You can't receive help from Saul whether you buy the new webcam or not.

Order new webcam.  This is by far the better choice to make. The cam show is easier to win 
without resorting to one of the "cheats".  The pictures are of a better quality, the angles and views 
are better, and there are more animations with the new webcam. 
Don't order new webcam. The show is all from the view of the laptop. Harder to win the 
camshow. The only way to win is to do things in the correct order and use one of the "cheats." Less 
animations as well. However, there is a humorous scene at the beginning of the handjob that you 
only see if you go this route.

Some of Eliza's dialogue changes in this chapter depending on your other actions such as whether 
or not you looked while in the tub.

End of chapter 5
Nothing happens at the end of this one. On to the next one.

Chapter 6

Most of this chapter is doing your first webcam show with Eliza. 

Let Eliza tell them.  Gain 1 trust point.
Tell them.  Lose 1 trust point. 

Wait did she say pansexual? She's sexually attracted to men too?

While in real life a girl gets tips to do something like remove her bra it works the opposite way in 
MLR. Doing what the chat wants makes them give you more tips which moves you closer to your 
overall goal of 100 percent.

There is no one correct way to do the show, but there are wrong ways. The basic idea is you get 
more tips for doing something with nudity. For example you'll get more for touching Eliza's boobs 
with her bra off than with it still on. Therefore ideally you'd want to Remove Bra and Remove 
Bottoms first.

After that you can do whatever you want the order matters less.

Everything below applies to the webcam show with the new webcam.

Show Ass  You get the exact same dialogue and animation whether she still has her panties on or 
not. 

Remove Bra  Can only happen one way. Boing!

Touch Pussy  If you choose this while she's still wearing panties he puts his hand on her then they 
move on. If you do it after Remove Bottoms he rubs her a little and gets a reaction from Eliza.

Remove Bottoms  Visually can only happen one way. The dialogue is different depending on 



previous choices. Has she seen his penis already? I'd like to note here although it would appear the 
guy is fully hard when he removes his boxers he is not. He is at the same level of semi-erection as 
when Eliza grabs his penis in Touch Cock.

Touch Boobs  The animation and dialogue of the actual boob touching is the same whether she has 
her bra on or not. If you have removed their bottoms already you get a longer scene with more 
dialogue about his penis poking her naked butt.

Touch Cock  If he is wearing boxers she simply puts her hand on it and they move on. If he has 
removed his boxers there is an animation of him getting harder in her hand and her grabbing it.

Cum on her face.  Lose 3 trust points. 
Cum on her boobs.  Gain 1 trust point.  

End of Chapter 6
Originally some behind the scenes Margo trust points were awarded or removed here but that has 
been since moved to the end of Chapter 7

Chapter 7

The beginning of this chapter varies depending on your previous actions. 

If you used Saul's help in the last camshow Eliza has figured it out and confronts you leading to 
below choices.

I didn't do anything.  If your trust points are equal to or greater than 14 she believes you, no points
are gained or lost, and the game moves on.
I did.  Game over.

If you were capable of using Saul's help in Chapter 6 but didn't you get the choice to continue on 
with him as possible helper or get your money back from him to buy a new webcam.

If you choose to play through the show instead of skip all of the dialogue from Chapter 6 is gone 
besides the chat. So if you used the old webcam the first time and the new webcam the second time 
you'd have to go back and play through the Chapter 6 show with the new webcam to see the 
dialogue. 

We don't have to tell her.  Lose 1 trust point.
We'll be up front with her.  Gain 1 trust point.

Cum on her boobs.  Gain 1 trust point. Oops...missed...
Cum in her mouth.  Lose 3 trust points. If you chose to cum on her face in Chapter 6 this choice 
will result in all trust lost and a game over because Eliza no longer believes they were accidents.

End of Chapter 7
Margo trust points change at the end of this chapter as they come into play in Chapter 8. 

Every time you've used the "Talk Dirty" option during a webcam show you'll lose 1 Margo trust 
point.

Every time you didn't use the "Talk Dirty" option during a webcam show you'll gain 1 Margo trust 



point. 

Chapter 8

If your hidden Margo trust points are equal to or higher than 3 at the beginning of the chapter 
Margo will only have one condition to being the show which is the wearing of the mask.

However, if your Margo trust points are lower than 3 (The max you could have at this point is 5) 
Margo has two conditions. In addition to the mask she says that you can never touch her in the cam 
show.

If you can touch Margo you can always choose not to anyway. Personally, I'd like to touch Margo.

I'd like to also note for those who may miss it that you say "Bye, Marge." and she doesn't correct 
you like she does in Chapter 3. 

Stare at Margo's boobs.  Lose 1 Margo trust point. There is a scene here of Eliza groping Margo 
worth seeing if you stare.
Don't stare.  Gain 1 Margo trust point. If this puts you above 3 Margo trust points then you still 
won't be able to touch her this show, but may be able to in the next one.

Instead of  building up a tips goal this time your goal is to get Margo to relax and to make her fully 
aroused. This challenge is split into two parts. The goal of the first part is 40% arousal which is 
achieved by doing the choices in the following order:

Kiss
Massage Boobs
Rub Inner Thigh
Rub Clit

Any other order results in not getting 40% and starting over at 0%. 

Next the goal is to get Margo to 100% arousal by doing the choices in the following order:

Lick Labia
Insert Fingers
Finger Her
Suck Clit

Lick them lips, finger that G spot, and suck that clit like you're dying of thirst and the only water 
left in the world is in that little pleasure bean. Margo is very aroused at this point and more open to 
new things than she'd normally be.

Squeeze Margo's boob.  If you do this after Margo had said no touching she becomes angry and 
ends the show and the game. Otherwise you squeeze a big ol' titty and pinch her nipple. No trust is 
gained or lost. Potentially changes the dialogue in the shower scene. This choice isn't as important 
story wise as the later ones in this scene.
Don't do it.  Nothing else happens, the show ends, and on to the shower.

If you chose to squeeze Margo's boob you'll get the below choices.



Take your cock out.  No trust gained or lost on to the next choices. Dialogue in shower scene stays 
at boob squeezing level.
Don't do it.  Nothing else happens, the show ends, and on to the shower.

If you chose to take your cock out you'll get the below choices.

Touch Margo with it. This leads to Margo jerking you off. She's a lesbian who has never been with
a guy so she isn't great at it, but a handjob is a handjob right?! I don't want to spoil anything but 
going this far with Margo could have consequences later in the story. If you want a happy ending, 
both figuratively and literally, with Eliza it would be best to skip it. Margo jerking you off changes 
the dialogue in the shower scene.
Don't do it.  Nothing else happens and the show ends.

After the show is over the girls take a shower together. 

Move closer to the door. No trust is gained or lost. You overhear the conversation Eliza and Margo 
are having see below.
Don't move closer. Nothing happens the end.

Eliza and Margo's shower conversation varies depending on what you did during the show. More is 
said than below but these will give you a rough idea of what is said.

You could touch Margo but didn't.  They talk about how you're a good guy.

You could touch Margo and squeezed her boob.  Margo comments about your hands. Eliza says 
she doesn't blame you for wanting to touch them. 

You could touch Margo and she jerked you off.  Eliza expresses disbelief about Margo's actions.  
Margo while still very gay admits some curiosities about your penis.

You couldn't touch Margo.  Margo asks Eliza why she didn't ask her to move in when she needed 
a roommate.

Chapter 9

The dream you have at the beginning of Chapter 9 depends of your choices in Chapter 8's cam 
show. 

If you chose to only squeeze Margo's boob and no further you have a dream about boob fucking 
Margo.
If you chose to get jerked off by Margo you have a dream about Margo wanting to have sex with 
you.
If you chose to do neither of the above you have a dream about lying around all day naked with 
Eliza. How nice.

Tell the whole truth.  Gain 1 trust point. If you had a dream about Margo you say that otherwise 
you confess to having a dream about her.
Morning wood.  No trust gained or lost. 

If you could touch Margo during Chapter 8's cam show, but chose not to or to only squeeze her 
boob Eliza thinks about how she likes having your body close to hers.



Below only available if you chose Okay in the above.
Guy stuff. No trust gained or lost.
You. Gain 1 trust point.

If your Margo trust points were below 3 in Chapter 8 and she told you not to touch but you are now 
at 3 Margo trust points or above she tells you that you can participate more in the show this time. 
You can touch her now. Woohoo!

The girl you choose to receive the "long end" determines available options later on.  If you choose 
Margo you can hump Eliza's butt cheeks. If you choose Eliza you can hump Margo's butt cheeks 
and have sex with her.

Tap or click at the right speed between taps or clicks so that the meter reads "Right there!" 30 
correct intervals are required to move on to the next round. Each round is slightly quicker than the 
last.

Be sure to stop after "Finish her!" because the next bit is an animation.

Take your cock out.  You remove your boxers letting your big erection fly free. Leads on to the 
next set of choices below.
Don't do it.  Skip on to the end of the show.

Hump her ass.  
If you're humping Eliza's ass she thinks about how about how much you like her ass and her your 
dick. She rubs her ass up and down the shaft of your penis while simultaneously continuing to fuck 
Margo with the dildo. This continues until you cum on her back. On to the end of the show.

If you attempt to hump Margo's ass while she has told you not to touch it is a game over. If you can 
touch she thinks about letting you put your dick in her pussy. Then she tells you to do it leading to 
below choices.
Don't do it.  Skip on to the end of the show.

Below only available when humping Margo's ass.
Put it in.  You Captain Kirk that pussy. Going where no man has gone before. Second hole from the
top straight on to morning. You have sex with Margo.
Don't do it.  You continue to hump Margo's butt cheeks until you cum on her back. On to the end of
the show.

Below only available if you have sex with Margo.
Cum in her pussy.  Game over.
Cum on her back.  You cum on her back. On to the end of the show. 

The ending conversation varies depending on your previous actions.

If you can't touch Margo, Eliza doesn't hug you and you only refer to her as a friend.

If you had sex with Margo,  Eliza hugs you and you say she is a friend.

If you both got jerked off by Margo and humped her butt, Eliza hugs you and you say she is a 
friend.



Any other combination that doesn't fall into the above results in Eliza hugging you, and you having 
a realization about the pixie haired beauty. Gain 1 trust point.

End of Chapter 9
On to the next one.

Chapter 10

The first half of this chapter plays out the same no matter what previous choices you have made.

The second half varies based on your trust points and whether or not Margo trusted you.

If Margo doesn't trust you (couldn't touch her in the cam shows) some of that distrust has influenced
Eliza leading to her having doubts about you. At which point if your trust points are below 18 Eliza 
doesn't believe you and wants you to move out so Margo can move in with her. More on that later.

If Margo doesn't trust you and your trust points are 18 or above Eliza is lost and confused. Game 
over.

If Margo did trust you the amount of points required for Eliza to believe you is based on previous 
choices.

If you had sex with Margo = 16 trust points required.

If Margo jerked you off and you humped her ass = 14 points required.

If you only humped Margo's ass = 12 points required. 

Otherwise only 10 trust points are required for Eliza to believe you. Pretty easy.

End of Chapter 10
If Eliza believes you on to Chapter 11.

Chapter 11

Eliza, being the badass she is, grapples with Margo and kicks her ass out! Yay!

The celebratory night out can go one of two ways. If you referred to Eliza as a friend at the end of 
Chapter 9 the night ends with you toasting your friendship.

If you realized you might be in love with her at the end of Chapter 9 the two go back to the 
apartment and have a sex tour of the place.

You can choose to cum inside Eliza or not. More on that decision below.

To recap the possible endings

ENDING 1 – Margo didn't trust you to touch her and trust points are below 18

Eliza doesn't believe you and asks you to move out so that Margo may move in with her. No after 



"The End" scenes.

ENDING 2 – Margo trusted you to touch her and your trust points are high enough. You and Eliza 
are only Friends.

You and Eliza toast your continued friendship. After "The End" scenes.

ENDING 3 -  Margo trusted you to touch her and your trust points are high enough. You are in love
with Eliza.

You and Eliza have lots of sex. After "The End' scenes.

The after "The End" scenes vary some based on previous choices and whether you are friends or 
lovers.

-Saul with Zestina = Endings 2 and 3

-Eliza and you doing yoga = Only in Ending 2

-Eliza and you cheering for a fight = Endings 2 and 3

-Eliza and you spooning naked in bed = Only in Ending 3

-Eliza having completed her classes = Endings 2 and 3

-Eliza and you in the bathroom = Ending 3 and only if you chose to cum inside her.

-Eliza pregnant = Ending 3 and only if you chose to cum inside her.

-Margo pregnant = Ending 2 and only if you chose to have sex with Margo in Chapter 9. Pulling out
isn't always good enough.

THE END 

Thank you for playing!

Trivia
aka useless details

Eliza's full name is Elizabeth Leclaire. She is of French descent.

Both Margo and Eliza's bodies were based on a real women using side by side comparisons. I won't 
say who, nor will I confirm any guesses.

Eliza's boobs were based on girl from chaturbate who did shows with another girl and that girl's 
boyfriend. The three and their shows were a partial inspiration for the game. 



Eliza's ass was partially based on a reddit user and r/gonewild poster.

Margo's body was based on a popular tumblr poster.

Argohotts, Eliza's screen name, is a play on Jason and the Argonauts. Hence the MC's suggestion of 
being Jason. Margo's on camera name Medusa fits this theme as well.

Eliza's dark cyan tops are required dress code at Drol-Mart where she works.

Marge's full name is Margo Gomez. Her father is Colombian. 

In chapter 1 Eliza's plate/bowl breakfast thing is actually a light shade from a ceiling. 

In chapter 2 Eliza's phone is actually a soap dish.

For those wondering how Eliza knows if you went in her room or not she has her webcam set to 
record at the sign of movement. That's why her laptop is pointed at the doorway. 

In some similar games the male characters look like Ken dolls until they remove their clothing. I 
wanted to avoid this by giving him a proper bulge, and I wanted it to be realistic. So I made sure the
bulge was big enough to actually contain his big flaccid wang. The end result looks silly in 
retrospect. Damn big penis problems!

Saul having less and less clothing on every time he shows up is a little gag that hit me when I 
wanted to remove his helmet for his second appearance. Why stop there? 

Eliza's napkin in Chapter 7 is actually a bath towel squished flat and scaled down.

Mansamusauce the high tipper in the webcam shows is named after Mansa Musa thought to be the 
richest person to have ever lived. 

Eliza's hatred for being called Elizabeth or Liz came from a real life ex-girlfriend of mine who also 
hated her name and preferred to be called a variation of it.

Most of the characters however are named after something I had been recently playing or watching.
Eliza – Deux Ex: Human Revolution
Saul – Better Call Saul
Margo – Russian nude model Margo aka Masha P
Bob – The main characte'rs default name came from no where but in retrospect it's an amusing 
name for a construction worker. Bob the Builder.

Also in retrospect I could have given the main character a more realistic body, but then again many 
of the guys I know, young or old, who work construction are pretty fit.

My original intention was for Margo to wear her mask for the entire show of Chapter 8, but I 
removed it and forgot to put it back on for about twenty renders. Oh well, she looks better without 
it. The reason for her wanting to wear it to begin with is still there and has presented an even better 
story telling opportunity in Chapter 9.

The ROLL CREDITS in Chapter 9 is a joke and reference to cinemasins. If a character says the 
name of the movie in the movie the cinamesins guy will say “roll credits!”



When two characters are related I like to give them similar traits such as the same shape bodypart or
the same material for a part of their body. Mr. Leclaire and Eliza have the same eye materials and 
similar shaped noses.

Eliza wears that black jacket to see her dad because it was a Christmas gift from him.

Margo's comments about the temperature of the guy's penis and dildo were inspired by my ex-
girlfriend's fascination with how hot penises physically become during arousal and sex.

I tried to give everyone something unique about the way they talk. Such as Eliza's “Yep.” or how 
Saul doesn't pronounce the 'g' in -ing words. You may notice later in the game the main character 
begins to say “Yep.” too because of living with Eliza.

In real life most webcam sites prevent you from seeing people in your area based on your IP 
addresses.

In retrospect I feel quite ashamed of the yoga scenes. Pretty much EVERY adult game out there has 
a yoga scene. The next game may have some exercise scenes but not yoga. The yoga in this game 
does serve a character defining purpose though. Much like the main character says most people I 
know who do yoga are fit. Margo taught Eliza and Margo is very fit. Now we know why.

Eliza doing cam shows is hinted at in the very first chapter when she says “Sorry for the free show.”
Note the “free” in that sentence.

Margo cheating is hinted at in Chapter 3 when she agrees that doing something wrong is exciting. 
Then again when she wants to wear a mask during the show. 

It may seem a little crazy that the videos of Zestina disappear in a few hours, but I've seen things 
disappear from the internet that fast. 


